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antata Misericordium commemorates a century of humanitarian activity by 
the Red Cross. The work was premiered on September 1, 1963 – “at 11 

a.m.” as the dedication page feels compelled to record – in Geneva, 
Switzerland, where the institution was founded in 1863. Classicist Patrick 
Wilkinson furnished a Latin text for the work, which is scored for piano, harp, 
timpani, string quartet, string orchestra, tenor and baritone soloists, and SATB 
choir. 

The Cantata is divided into three sections. A prologue extols the merciful 
and compassionate, then questions how one might attain such standing. The 
central portion of the work answers this question through allegory. More 
specifically, Jesus’s parable of the Good Samaritan is dramatized in the style of 
ancient Greek drama, where violent and immoral acts are narrated rather 
than depicted in order to prevent psychological imbalance in the audience. In 
the epilogue, the chorus entreats listeners to follow the path of the Samaritan. 

The work opens with a polyphonic theme in the string quartet. Where 
similar material appears later in the work, Britten affixed the label “Passage of 
time.” If time’s inexorable march is the desired effect of this music, Britten 
achieved it only through irony. That is to say, the passage disrupts (rather than 
reinforces) one’s sense of time and timing. It begins on an off-beat. Subsequent 
entries occur often in the same way and always at moments of metrical 
weakness, and irregular and unpredictable groupings of eighth-note triplets 
pervade. The philosopher Theodor Adorno described a similar passage in 
Beethoven’s String Quartet in C# Minor, Op. 131 as “bitter, spiny fruit,” and 
the present passage induces similar indigestion. There are highly chromatic 
melodic lines, unpredictable and irregular rhythms, an indiscernible meter, an 
unwieldy tempo, challenging counterpoint, and illogical dynamics. All this 
played by a grouping of instruments (i.e., the string quartet) often accused of 
self-absorption. Such works “keep their distance,” Adorno remarked, and in 
this way perhaps Britten foreshadowed the figures of the parable, who also will 
keep their distance and (like time) will pass by without regard for those who 
suffer. 

The string quartet’s ritornello concludes on a dominant seventh chord 
built on C#. In functional harmony the chord pulls strongly toward F#. While 
Britten’s music often reaches beyond tonal realms, the expected F# major is 
realized here. It is colored however by the addition of a lowered sixth scale 
degree, D natural. The resulting collection of pitches – which some scholars 
have taken to calling the ‘x’ chord, because Britten occasionally arranged its 
tones in a melody shaped like the sacrificial cross – appears at significant 
moments throughout the work. 

On this C# dominant seventh chord, the chorus enters. They recite a 
Beatitude-style prayer, blessing the merciful and benevolent in four successive 
invocations. The ‘x’ chord accompanies the fourth invocation: “Beati 
misericordes” (“Blessed are the merciful”). Tenor and baritone soloists then 
emerge singing texts that at once reinforce this message of mercy and allude to 
Biblical passages. Notably, the melodies they sing individually outline the ‘x’ 
chord. When they join together, every tone of their haunting duet belongs to 
this chord, as they posit the question, “Who is my neighbor?” 

The choir responds to the question by announcing their intention to enact 
a parable of Jesus – the story of the Good Samaritan – that chronicles the 
mishaps of a traveller on the road from Jerusalem to Jericho. While the 
traveller (baritone) speaks for himself, the choir narrates nearly all other parts 
of the story. The omniscient chorus observes the traveller (viator) on the road. 
They observe bandits (latrones) lurking in the shadows. The bandits emerge, 
assault the viator, and leave him “semivivus, solus, inops” (“half alive, alone, 
helpless”). 

Eerie calm follows (heard in the piano and harp) and ultimately gives way 
to the string quartet ritornello – time passes as the traveller lies dying. Soon 
hope is restored as a priest appears. Yet the hardened clergyman (“dure 
sacerdos”) ignores the traveller, and the ritornello is heard again – time ignores 
him also. The approach of a Levite, who descends from a tribe regarded for 
sympathy and compassion, offers a second prospect of salvation. Yet he, too, 
recoils at the scene, quickening his pace at the sight of the traveller. The string 
quartet sounds their ritornello a third time. 

But unlike before, the ritornello concludes on F#. The tone is the 
foundation of the ‘x’ chord. It signifies the compassion of the cross, and it 
continues to sound as a third man approaches. The chorus identifies him as a 
Samaritan, historic enemy of the Jewish people. Thwarting expectation, he 
stops long enough to sing: “Here lies someone who has been horribly treated.” 
His melody, which outlines the ‘x’ chord, confirms he is Christ-like. The 
Samaritan assists the traveller, binds his wounds, carries him to a nearby inn, 
pays an innkeeper to secure his safety, lulls him to sleep, and departs without 
revealing his identity. 

The chorus returns to its commentator role in the epilogue. They further 
encourage all to go out into the world in the spirit of the Samaritan, because 
“Disease is spreading, war is stalking, famine reigns far and wide.” The tenor 
and baritone then reprise their haunting duet, now answering their original 
question (“Who your neighbor is, now you know”) accompanied by the 
melodic material as before – the ‘x’ chord. 
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Despite this vision of compassion the work ends ambiguously. In the 
lowest registers of the orchestra, the listener discerns alternating tones F# and 
D. These are the principal tones of the ‘x’ chord. They define its character. 
Britten conditioned listeners to hear one (F#) as the sound of Christ. The 
other (D) introduces disharmony. Perhaps one represents the divine, the other 
the imperfection of man. To be sure, both resonate as the piece concludes. 
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